Bmw z4 speaker upgrade

Which upgrade is right for my BMW? Which upgrade is right for my MINI? Build your kit in 5
easy steps. Which upgrade is right for my Supra? But that doesn't mean you cannot improve
your sound. Check out these other products that do fit. All our products work together to
improve your soundtrack. Replaces every speaker in your BMW except subs , and includes
everything you need except basic tools, available separately. Simply unbolt, unplug, and
remove your factory speakers and plug ours in. It's that simple. Ever put together IKEA
furniture? Then you can install the Stage One. Includes step-by-step instructions, and is
designed to be easy enough that anyone can install it in just a few hours. We engineered our
speakers to work perfectly with the rest of your BMW's factory audio system or our upgrades ,
so you get audio nirvana without trashing your BMW. Install, audition, and fully experience your
new audio gear. If you don't love it, we'll cover return shipping and give you a full refund U.
Customers only. Replaces every speaker in your BMW except subs , and includes absolutely
everything you need except basic tools which you won't need if you have one of our authorized
dealers complete the installation. That's because, unlike your factory BMW speakers, we use
proven audio technology: woven fiberglass cones, butyl rubber surrounds, and silk composite
tweeters. These technologies, working together, result in speakers that remain distortion free at
higher volumes for accurate, natural, beautiful sound at volumes much louder than your factory
speakers. We engineer our speakers with the same unique size, shape, connectors, impedance,
and efficiency as your factory speakers. That means installation is as simple as unbolting your
factory speakers and bolting ours in, and it's totally reversible, too. No one will know you've
upgraded your audio system except you. Unless, of course, they hear it. Then you can install
our Stage One Speaker Upgrade. Every kit includes step-by-step instructions, and is designed
to be easy enough that anyone can install it in just a few hours. An afternoon and basic tools is
all you'll need. Everything we sell has been engineered for durability and longevity, and we
know what we sell will last. And last. So if something breaks, send it back. Do-it-yourself
installation for every product, even for a novice. No expensive, complex additional wiring,
hardware, or equipment required. Install, audition, and fully experience your new audio gear â€”
if you don't love it, we'll cover return shipping and give you a full refund U. Simply unbolt and
remove the factory component, and plug ours in. Right down to the bolts and factory style plug.
Charity Created with sketchtool. Medal Icon Created with sketchtool. Asset 2 Asset 1. Supra
Subwoofer Upgrades Double the Bass. Build Your Kit. Shop BMW. Shop Mini. Shop Supra.
Contact Us. My Account. Prequalify Now. The Perfect fit for your Vehicle. Find the upgrade for
your :. These fit your vehicle! Why we're different. Thanks for subscribing! Take wattage, for
example: A typical onesize-fits-all speaker company provides this information either to sound
as "powerful" as possible or in order to allow a customer to choose an aftermarket amp to
match the RMS of these speakers. It was originally broadcast on channel 5 from to afterwards
moving to discovery channel in and then in to history with repeats on itv4. We researched
stereo, speaker sizes and aftermarket accessories to see what will install Get vehicle specific
content, sales, and more. What's the return policy on the Stage One? That's because, unlike
your factory BMW speakers, we use proven audio technology: woven fiberglass cones, butyl
rubber surrounds, and silk composite tweeters. Looks like new and took only a couple minutes.
When installing aftermarket speakers with your factory amp, generally they won't present the
correct impedance to the amplifier, leading to imbalanced output some frequencies too loud,
others too quiet , not to mention possible damage to your factory amplifier. Yes and no.
BavSound is the industry leader in audio upgrades for BMW applications. First and foremost,
off-the-shelf parts just plain don't fit in most cases without modifying the vehicle or the
speakers. This Speaker upgrade dramatically increases output from the OEM audio system. We
get this, well, a lot. We engineered our speakers to work perfectly with the rest of your BMW's
factory audio system or our upgrades , so you get audio nirvana without trashing your BMW.
How does the Stage One improve sound quality? Includes step-by-step instructions, and is
designed to be easy enough that anyone can install it in just a few hours. Replaces every
speaker in your BMW except subs , and includes everything you need except basic tools,
available separately. I would ask in the electronics forum as much more experience will be had
there. Second, aftermarket speakers are designed to be used with an aftermarket amp, and have
"standard" impedance profiles and efficiency. Tell us your name, email address, and vehicle to
receive special offers for parts, tools, and industry-leading content. Includes: front bumper
Vortex, rear bumper extension Vortex, side skirts Recto. While the Stage One provides lush,
detailed highs, more defined lows, and significantly more midrange detail, your factory BMW
audio system's output is limited by your amplifier, which isn't changed with the Stage One.
Which upgrade is right for my Supra? Bmw Z4 E85 Stereo Upgrade. Every single product we sell
comes with a Day In Car Trial. Shop our speaker upgrades now! What type of speakers are
included in your Stage One Audio Upgrade? No, you don't. So if something breaks, send it

back. Must be longer than 2 characters. We took your factory BMW speakers and re-engineered
our upgrade for one thing: clarity. Z4 E89 audio upgrade. All of that said, when comparing the
actual speaker design and how our speakers sound in real world use compared to many, many
aftermarket brands, they are, quite simply, exceptional when compared to most aftermarket
speakers offered at similar price points. Although the Bluetooth Kits come with detailed step by
step instructions for installing both the pairing button and eject box, the below quick pictorial
guide will give you a good idea about the installation in the BMW Z4. By creating an account,
you agree to ECS Tuning's privacy policy and terms of use. Search: Search. Bmw Z4 E89 Stereo
Upgrade Bmw 3 series f30f31f34f80 connecteddrive retrofits looking for an upgrade that will let
you use your iphone apps on the factory dashboard display. Can you recommend an installer?
Well, every audio system in every BMW is the makes compromises to reduce manufacturing
costs, even the premium audio systems. I would suggest you do this upgrade as well if you go
to the trouble of replacing the rear speakers. How does this work? Add Another Video. Your
video will appear once it is approved. Bmw z4 e85 stereo upgrade. And last. So you can simply
swap your original speakers for ours without changing anything else in your audio system, and
the result is smooth, natural, yet unbelievably detailed reproduction of your favorite music. We
replaced the door speakers and added the tweeters in the door corners. Please see
"Installation" tab and enter your vehicle information to see installation guides and instructions
which will outline any modifications required. Ever put together IKEA furniture? Which upgrade
is right for my MINI? Technic pnp designs and assemble in house all its audio harnesses and
cables for total oem integration reversible back to stock and pnp with no oem wires cut spliced
or tapped. We have authorized Bavsound dealers all over the world that can not only handle the
installation for you, but facilitate the purchase of the Stage 1 as well. Some conditions apply.
Bmw z4 stereo upgrade. You can edit vehicle subscriptions in your My Vehicles panel. The
sound frequency output sent to the amplifier from the radio is dependent on the speaker
configuration. In most cases we're working with mm midrange drivers, which can only move so
much air. Click here to buy now. Free shipping on BMW Z4 car stereo, speakers, subwoofers,
and installation accessories. They ARE relevant during the engineering phase, however.
However, none of our Stage One kits replace factory subwoofers, and they do not increase the
amount of overall bass that is produced despite the perceived improvement due to the factory
speakers no longer distorting. Item Added. Most customers think they want an amp upgrade for
their interior speakers because they want more punch. Install, audition, and fully experience
your new audio gear. Project Description. The result, sonically, is generally distortion or poor
frequency response and transient response. Because we've carefully selected the speakers
used in our Stage One Audio Upgrade, they're optimized to sound great with your factory
amplifier. An afternoon and basic tools is all you'll need. From woven fiberglass cones, to butyl
rubber surrounds and silk composite tweeters, these speakers were designed with
ultra-premium quality in mind! How is that possible? How do your speakers compare to "big
name" brands like JBL or Infiniti? So, if the Stage One isn't enough for you in terms of overall
volume output, we recommend one of our Ghost Subwoofer Systems. Long story short, we
decode this mess of information in the engineering phase, use that data to make the best
sounding speakers for the exact system in your exact BMW, and then we shelve it - as it will
only lead to confusion. If you do crave more, you can get even more out of these speakers with
the upgraded amplifier from BavSound. Take it one step further with the Ghost Subwoofers also
available from BavSound. The reason is simple: we're able to use better materials and speaker
designs at the same price point because we don't sell through traditional retail channels with
middlemen. My trunk emblem wore off, but I readily replaced it with a 3D sticker. If you can't find
an installer that's convenient to you on that list, the great news is that because our products are
incredibly easy to install, virtually any place that works on cars can perform the installation. M
performance side strips retrofit kit bmw 1 series 5 door f20 bmw 1 series 3 door f21 bmw 3
series saloon f30 bmw 3 series touring f31 bmw 5 series saloon f10 bmw 5 series touring f
That's because BMW, in most cases, uses non-standard impedances and very high efficiency
speakers. Do I need to replace my factory amplifier or head unit to install the Stage One? All
speakers have a variety of characteristics which determine their ability to reproduce recorded
music faithfully and accurately: magnet design and materials, voice coil design, suspension,
surround material, cone material, and so on. Please enter your last name. Muffled, muddy,
sloppy, and harsh reproduction of your favorite tunes. We invite you to share your shopping
experiences with ECS so we can better meet your needs. We'll automatically keep fully selected
vehicles here for your convenience. Copyrights In reality, while an amplifier upgrade for your
interior speakers will help to deliver that, a subwoofer system in general does much more to
enhance the perceived "impact" of th
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e audio system AND perceived volume. Everything we sell has been engineered for durability
and longevity, and we know what we sell will last. There are a pair of 6 woofers under the front
seats and a pair of 4 mid range speakers fitted in the front door cards. Finally, regarding
frequency range data for each speaker, again, this doesn't tell us much as we are working with
the factory amplifier crossover settings - but typically, all said and done, you'll be hearing as
much of the spectrum as humanly possible given the limitations of the factory system's
configuration: about 50Hz - 20,Hz. Vehicle manufacturers make compromises in many of these
areas in order to keep costs down. Just unbolt the factory speakers and install ours in place,
plug in the factory connections, and play! If you ever have any issues, we're just a phone call
away. Will the Stage One be visible from within the car or require any permanent modifications?
No one will know you've upgraded your audio system except you.

